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Question 1 

(a) The 	impulse response of an electrical network is modelled by the exponentially 
decaying pulse 

t 

h(t) =5 x 103e'T for t ~ a 
=0 fMt<O 

The time-constant T ofthe network, where T = l/a, is 1 ms. Work out the response of 
the network to an input sinewave ofamplitude 3V and frequency 200 Hz. (5] 

(b) Using the partial fraction expansion method, find the inverse 	of the following z
transform 

y Z2(Z+1) 
(13](z) = (Z-1)(z2-z+0.S) 

(c) Explain how the information is stored in the compact-disc as one of the DSP real 
world application. Include illustrations where necessary. [5] 

(d) 	State two (2) DSP applications. [2] 

Question 2 

Z2 
(a) 	Findx(n) ifX(z) = -.....--- [12J

(z-1)(z-O.S)2 

(b) 	 How do we reduce the spectral leakage effects? (1] 

(c) Consider the sequence 

x(n) 
4 

4 

3 

2 

1 

2 

3 

2 
1 

i 
2 3 


n 
1 	 4 5 

Assuming that fs = 100 Hz 

(i) Evaluate its DFT X(k) [4] 
(ii) Compute the amplitude and power spectrum. [8] 
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Question 3 

(a) Design a second-order digital lowpass Butterworth filter with a cut- off frequency of 
3.4 kHz at a sampling frequency of8000 Hz. 	 [15] 

(b) Given the filter 

H(z) = 
1-0.5z-1 +0.2 5z-2 

Realize H(z) and develop the difference equations using the foHowing forms: 
(i) Direct Form I [2] 
(ij) Direct- Form I [3] 

(c) A second-order bandpass filter is required to satisfY the following specifications. 

1-, Sampling rate = 8000 Hz 
2. 	 3 dB bandwidth: BW = 200 Hz 
3. Narrow passband centered at fa = 1000 Hz 
4. Zero gain at 0 Hz and 4000 Hz 

.
Find the transfer function using the pole-zero placement method. [5] 

Question 4 

(a) Design a digital highpass Chebyshev filter with the following specifications: [20] 

J. 0.5 dB ripple on passband at the frequency 00000 Hz 
2. 25 dB attenuation at the frequency of 1000 Hz 
3. Sampling frequency of 8000 Hz 

(b) Draw the digital signal processor based 	on the Harvard architecture and briefly 
describe the additional units. [5] 

Question 5 

(a) Given the fourth-order filter transfer function designed as 

0.5108z2 + 1.0215z + 0.5108 0.3730z2 + 0.7460z + 0.3730 
Hz() = 	 X 

Z2 + 0.5654z + 0.4776 Z2 + 0.4129z +0.0790 

Realize the digital filter using the cascade (series) form via second-order sections 
using Direct-Form I and II. [10] 
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(b) Given an FIR fiher transfer function 

H(z) = 0.2 + 0.5z-1 - 0.3z-2 + 0.5z-3 + 0.2z-4 


Realize H (z) using each ofthe following specified methods: 


(i) Transversal form, and write the difference equation for implementation. [3] 
(ii) Linear phase form, and write the difference equation for implementation. [3] 

(c) Consider a digital sequence sampled at the rate of 10 kHz. If we use a size of 1024 
data points and apply the 1024-point DFT to compute the spectrum, 

(i) Determine the frequency resolution. [1] 
(ii) Determine the highest frequency in the spectrum. [2] 

(d) Given the following difference equation with the input-output relationship of a certain 
initially relaxed DSP system (all initial conditions are zero), 

yen) - OAy(n - 1) +0.29y(n - 2) = x(n) +0.5 x(n -1) 

(i) Find the impulse response sequence yen) due to an impulse sequence 8(n) [6] 
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Table 1: Properties of z-transform 

Property Time Domain 

linearity aXl(n) + bX2(n) aZ(Xt(n») + bZ(x2(n» 

ShifUheorem x(n -m) "" z-"'X(z) 

Linear convolution x\(n)*X2(n) = 'E xl(n- k)x:z(k) X\(Z)X2(Z) 


k=O 

Table 2: Partial fraction(s) and formulas for constant(s). 

Partial fraction with the rrrst-order rea) pole: 

z ~p R = (= - P)X;Zl[z£P 

Partial fraction with the fIrst-order complex potes: 
Az A·z X(z) I 

(z _ P) + (z _ p*) A = (z - P)----;: =~p 

p. = complex conjugate or P 
A· =complex conjugate of A 
Partial fraction with mth-order rea] po]es: 

Rm R"I-I RI 1 fik-l ( X(Z») I--+ . + ... +-:---=
(z - p) (z - p'1 (r: - pf Rk=(k_l)!d:k-1 (Z-P'f'--;- z=p 

Table 3: Chebyshevlowpass pr-Ototype transfer functions with 0.5 dB ripple (E =0.3493) 

n Hp(s) 


1 2.8628 
s+2.8628 

2 1.4314 
s2 + L4256.f+ 1.5162 

3 0.7157 
sl+L2529.F+l.5349.t+O.7157 

4 0.3579 
$'+ L f974sl+L7169s2+L0255s+0.3791 

5 0.1789 
s5+1. 1125s4+1.9374sl+1.3096.r!+O.1525s+0.1789 

6 0.0895 
I'+ L I 592fS'+ 2. 17I8?+ 1.5898$3+ 1.1719?+0.43248+0.0948 
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Table 4: Summary o~ ideal impulse respo~ses for standard FIR filters. 

Ideal Impulse Response 

Filter Type h{n) (noncausa] FIR coerrtcients) 


.!!c. n-O 
Lowpas.s: h(n):;; 1!. 

{ SD~) for n ;l 0 - M S n S M 

1r-{l.. n:;; 0 
Highpass: h(n) = 'it. 

{ _stn(fi,n) for n.J. 0 -M < nsM 
n~ r -

UN-Ot 11=0 
.Bandpass: h(n) = •. iT 

{ Sm(HRn) _ sm(Ool) for n. --l 0 -M <n <... M 
mr IMT _ .,.. - 

1l'-fiH+OL n = 0 
.Bandstop: h(1l) :;; .11' • 

{ - sm~~Hn) +SU1~Ln) for n :F 0 - M S nS M 

Causal FIR filter coeffICients: shifting Ir(n) to the right by M samples. 
Transfer function: 

H(:s) = ho +b1z-1 + b2Z-2 + .. ·buIZ...'}.Af 

where bn :;; h(n- M)~ n:;; Ot 1,,··, 2M 

Table 5: 3 dB Butterworth lowpass prototype transfer functions (E =1) 

n Hp(s) 


I1 $+1 
12 .$~+ L4142s+ 1 
I3 ,,1 +2t2+2s+ 1 

14 
5 sS+J.2361.r+5236t~+52361s2+3_236ls+1 

I6 ?+3.8631SS+1A64ti4+9J416.f3+1.464I32+3.8631s+1 
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Table 6: Analog Jowpass prototype transformatjons 

Filter Type Prototype Transfonnation 

Lowpass 

Highpass 
:.' ' (.de is the cutoff frequency 
i . tve is the cutoff frequency 

Bandpass 
;+-2 
~. (do =v'tvllJ)h, W =OJh - OJl 

Bandstop ./!:t. tUo 
o 

= VOI/(dh. W = lJ)h -lJ)1 

Table 6: Conversion from analog filter specifications to lowpass prototype specifications. 

Analog Filter Specifications Lowpass Prototype Specifications 

Lowpass: Wap. Was 

Highpass: Wap, War 

Bandpass: WapI, Waph. Wasl, Wash 

WO = V{J)aplWapJh ruo = v'Was/(J)ash 

Bandstop: lJJap[, Waph, Wo.f/, Wash 

WO= v'W,lp[Waplh WO = v'W,u/Wa,th 

f»op, passband frequency edge; (dar. stopband frequeu<.."Y edge; (dapl. lower cutoff frequency in 
passband: woph, upper cuto.ff frequency in passband; (da.." lower cutoff frequency in stopband; 
U>tdt. upper cutoff frequency in stopband; woo geometric center frequency. 
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The Z-transform 

Region of 
z~Transform Xlz) Convergence 

I 

2 B(n) >0 

l au(n) 
a:: 

It! > 1z-l 
:t

4 
(z -I):! 
z(z + 1)s 1:1> 1
(:_ 1)3 

z 
> lar z-a 

7 e~(n) 
t 

Izl>e

8 ,ul'u{n) 
liZ 


(z -al2 


zsin (a)

9 sin (an)u(ll) >1 

Z1 - 2z COS (a) + 1 
z[z - COS (a)]to > 1z2 - 2::cos (0) +1 

{a sin (h)Jztt ttl sin (bn)u\n) 
z'1 - [2acos(b)]z + iF 

4::: - acos(b)]12 a" cos {hn)u(n} 
z2 -[1acos(b}]z + tr2 

[e-<l sin (b)]z
13 

Z2 -[2e-<lcos(b)]z + e 2it 

i[t - e-.1 cos(b)]
14 e-<fll cos (bn)u(lI) 

:? -[2-e--cos(b)]: + e-2ti 

ifz if·z 
2:,A f'P'~ cos(n9 +<p)u(n) --+-z-p z-P'v,llere P and A are 

complex constanlS 

defined by P = IPWI,A ; !A!Lq, 
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